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Rebuild Eizper Chain game into 

mobile platform, try to upgrade 

the gameplay & art, and 

eventually expand the content of 

the game.

Satisfying gameplay: Deep 

replayability, by combining various 

modular elements, the game always 

provides the player with new challenges, making it much more 

replayable than hand-made content. 

Dedicated players: Strong community, though the game can be 

played with random users, strategic cooperation and 

communication (e.g. in Guilds, with voice chat) allow players to 

reach new heights.

Earn rewards: High power ceiling, either through skill, purchased 

items, or time investment, players can climb to ever-higher 

power ladder and still be greeted by new challenges.
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A blockchain action RPG with 
satisfying gameplay that allows its 
dedicated players to earn rewards 

while playing.
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GREETINGS, EIZPERIANS

As you are all aware, the value of cryptocurrency has 

been fluctuating and it has affected the entire industry. 

This has led to uncertainty and anxiety among investors 

and stakeholders. However, I want to take this 

opportunity to share with you my optimism and positivity 

about the future of cryptocurrency. Despite the current 

challenges, I firmly believe that cryptocurrency is here 

to stay and will continue to play a major role in the 

financial world.

Cryptocurrency is a revolutionary concept that 

has disrupted the traditional financial systems. It 

offers a secure, decentralized, and transparent way of 

conducting transactions. It has the potential to 

revolutionize the way we conduct business and trade, 

and I am confident that it will continue to grow in 

popularity and importance. As a team, we must remain 

optimistic and work together to navigate through these 

challenging times. We must adapt and be flexible in our 

approach to ensure that we remain competitive and 

relevant in this rapidly changing industry.

I encourage all of you to continue learning and 

educating ourselves about cryptocurrency and 

blockchain technology. We must stay up-to-

date with the latest trends and 

developments to ensure that we are 

well-prepared to face any challenges 

that may come our way. Let us 

remain optimistic and positive 

about the future of 

cryptocurrency. Let us work 

together to overcome any 

challenges that come our way 

and emerge stronger and more successful than 

ever before. I believe that with high work spirit 

and hard work, we can achieve success 

and better achievements in the 

future.

Lastly, I would like to 

wish you all a blessed and 

peaceful Ramadan 1444 

Hijriyah. Ramadan Kareem.

-Rudi Harli Setiawan, Founder 

& CEO of Eizper Chain

FOREWORDS FROM
FOUNDER & 

CEO OF 
EIZPER CHAIN 
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ART PRODUCTION & 
DESIGN DEPARTMENT 

VISUAL UPDATE

FROM THE VERY FIRST CONCEPT, we decided that Eizper 

Chain, Indonesia's first blockchain-based Action Role-

Playing Game that carries the F2P (Free-to-Play) and PNE 

(Play-and-Earn) concept, would adopt a steampunk-

fantasy art style. Through a long process, the Art 

Production & Design Department created designs for most 

of the characters that appear in the game - from 

playable characters like Kriss, Harly, and Fhiraz, to NPCs 

like Rudion and Merry - in that direction. The results are 

characters that Eizperians are already familiar with.

However, after engaging in a more in-depth 

brainstorming process, the development team felt that 

the current designs leaned more toward fantasy than 

steampunk, which was different from what we initially 

desired. For this reason, we made the extreme decision 

to totally alter the appearance of some (if not all) of the 

characters. Continuing from the previous discussion, we 

will show you the next two playable characters that have 

undergone a complete makeover, which are Fhiraz and 

Danfanir.
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First, we'll talk about Fhiraz, the Dryads that were 

chosen to be the Forest Warden (or guardian) of the 

Deep Woods. Actually, his original design is quite good, 

especially with the glowing veins on his body that make 

his figure seem mysterious. The only drawback with the 

original design is the number of branches that emerge 

from his body, which can be a problem when the 

character is rendered into a 3D model.

It was for this reason that the development team 

decided to revamp Fhiraz's design, in order to get the 

Dryad's design to our liking. For starters, we wanted to 

create a character with a more organic body - inspired 

by a character from a superhero movie. For that, our 

staff developed a number of concepts according to the 

wanted description and from the resulting concept arts, 

we selected four designs that we found interesting.

We started with concept number 4. We tried to 

give him a face like a mask, but although it looked cool 

at first, the development team decided to discard this 

design because it was difficult to create emotions for a 

character without a face. For number 3, the 

development team added a hooded cape to give him a 

mysterious feel, but it made him look more like a Mage 

than a Warrior. As for design number 2, we tried to 

incorporate her great axe weapon into her hands, but 

again it was scrapped due to impracticality.

In the end, we settled on the first design that looked 

simple, but was what the development team wanted. Up 

until now, we've been making adjustments to the 

character, such as adding a flaming "heart" like the one 

in the original design among other things. How will 

Fhiraz's final design turn out? Just wait and see.

Next up is 

Danfanir, 

who 

according 

to the lore is 

a Mage of the 

Faun race. For 

this character, we 

made a lot of 

changes not only 

in terms of design 

but also roles and 

information about 

him. In terms of 

design, to 

incorporate a 

steampunk feel, we 

designed the character to have a prosthetic hand 

made from a machine. Through this design, we 

wanted to show that he is a special person 

because he is able to combine science with 

magic.
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His stature is taller than other characters - for 

illustration, we compared his figure to another playable 

character, Kriss. Costumes were also a concern for the 

development team, and for the time being, we gave 

Danfanir the outfit seen in the image. In the future, we 

will further develop his costume until we reach a design 

that satisfies the development team. And not to forget, 

we also designed the staff that is his main weapon. Now, 

the weapon has a retractable part so that it can function 

as a club or staff.

With regards to the lore, we found it odd to 

categorize Danfanir as a Faun because according to 

legend, the Faun race takes the form of a human-goat 

while our hero is a human-tiger. For this reason, we 

revamped the Eizper Chain lore, especially the five main 

inhabitants of the Eizper world which are Elves, 

Dwarves, Dryads, Fauns, and Humans, and replace the 

Faun race with Cryptids aka beast folks, who have 

different clans according to their form - for example, 

Faun for Karys, and Minotaur for a new character.

For Danfanir, we are considering two names to 

call his clan. The first is Kabui Keioba, taken from the 

tiger-headed human creature known in the folklore of 

Manipur, India. The second was Shiriwangi, the Japanese 

pronunciation of the word "Siliwangi", named after one 

of the most popular kings in Sundanese legend who is 

synonymous with tigers, Prabu Siliwangi.

When the development team decided 

to revamp Eizper Chain, we wanted to create 

Danfanir as a more menacing figure and 

change his position from a mage to a tanker. 

For that reason, we redesigned the character 

to have larger body proportions than the 

original design, with a larger upper torso like 

a gorilla. And after some trial and error, the 

Danfanir design that we wanted was finally 

created. He looks a lot more sinister, doesn't 

he?



HAVING AN IMMERSIVE LORE is one of the main focuses 

of the Eizper Chain development team. For that, we 

worked hard to create a universe 

within the game, and provide a 

background story for everything it 

contains. Such as the creation of the 

planet Eizper which is the main setting 

in the game, all the creatures that 

inhabit it, and the events that underlie 

the narrative of Eizper Chain. Here is 

the summary.

Eizper was brought to existence when the giant 

turtle gods Aghira and Nijhara became a couple and 

continuously doing their sacred matrimonial dances for 

eons. The dance then created a beam of light, which 

would later be filled with spirit, soul, and energy, all in 

which life would need in order to spawn. The beam of 

light would later grow into a tree called Zohar, located 

at the center of the Eizper planet, the main source of 

life in the planet itself. Zohar would be the epicenter 

of all creations in Eizper.

With their all-powerful energy, Aghira and 

Nijhara would also create and invent Eizper's 

geography that would surround Zohar. Because Aghira 

and Nijhara believed that all beings should be united and 

balanced in order to form the perfect shape of love, 

Eizper planet would eventually concentrate in 

one great mainland with several 

small islands surrounding 

them, with Zohar at its 

center. The 

mainland would be 

later divided into 

parts with the creation 

of mountains, hills, 

forests, tundras, and 

others. All this land is 

connected with Zohar 

through its roots, which 

spread throughout the great 

mainland.

Zohar would also be the 

source of life in Eizper, being the 

energy source to eventually create 

five races of Eizper. During the first few 

years, the races were living in harmony, 

governed by the first five people created from 

Zohar, who would be called Elders eventually. 

EIZPER CHAIN:
LORE & 

STORYLINE

The Elders would create customs of Eizper recorded in 

the Book of Kabbal, including how to take care of 

Zohar and giving offerings towards Aghira and Nirjhara 

and that everyone has their own mates designated for 

them. Then one day, incidents would lead to the first 

chaos of Eizper.

After creating the Eizper environment, Nijhara 

and Aghira decide to create life that symbolizes the 

whole. They decide to go with five races, because they 

want to symbolize how a living being needs at least 

five functions to be able to live. The race is created to 

be in harmony with each other, each having their own 

strength and weakness, designed to help each other in 

life The five races are, according to the order of 

creation:

• Elf, symbolizing right hands, the smartest and the 

wisest, but they are indecisive and prone to fear.

• Dwarf, symbolizing left hands, the strongest and the 

most artistic, but they do not like to gain knowledge 

and are greedy.

• Cryptid (beast folks), symbolizing left feet, live too 

much in the moment and are irresponsible, but their 

hearts are full of hope and able to see light even in 

darkest moments.

• Dryad, symbolizing right feet, the most 

compassionate and empathetic, but they lack the 

wish for creation or curiosity.

• Human, symbolizing heads, even though they are 

physically the weakest, they possess great leadership 

and decision skills.

Each of the races is also equipped with different 

BEGINNINGS OF EIZPER

skill sets and interests so that 

they can help each other to 

balance the world. Nijhara and 

Aghira don't want them to overpower 

one another. They need each other and 

only by acknowledging that 

everyone has their own power, then 

life can go smoothly.

First chaos of Eizper was created during the First 

Age of Eizper. At the time, the races were living 

together nearby, freely connected to each other. This 

close-knit relationship between races eventually led 

to the first interracial relationships in Eizper, which 

turned out bringing more chaos than it is. Why? Because 

most interracial couples bore the first Chimeras, 

ferocious monsters with great strength. Others were not 

so lucky for having their offspring dead.

Eizper was having a crisis because there would be 

death anywhere. People of Eizper were not used to being 

attacked and therefore unprepared for battles against 

Chimeras. Deaths were everywhere, as even the Elders 

were not equipped for battling them. Being Celestial 

Gods, Nijhara and Aghira decided to go down to Eizper 

as personifications of Gods. They help defeat the 

Chimeras and bring peace once again to the planet.

The interracial relationship forces the Elders to 

revise the Book of Kabbal to forbid interracial 

relationships. Nijhara and Aghira also advise the race to 

live in separate sections and only interact to keep the 

harmony between each other, finding only their assigned 

mates. The revised Book of Kabbal now contains the 

secrets that happened during the First Chaos of Eizper, 

including the power of Chimera and meta-race - a very 

rare individual with godlike powers created from 

interracial relationships. 

However, this chaos is proven needed by Eizper, as 

the world of Eizper has finally gone into a considerable 

amount of peace for hundreds of years, until the Second 

Chaos of Eizper is started by Nathiaas.

Nathiaas, the Elven king's younger brother who 

hates Humans, used the forbidden knowledge 

contained in the Book of Kabbal to 

take control of the planet 

Eizper. In addition to 

weakening Zohar, the 

tree of life, he managed 

to kill Nirjhara, even 

taking Aghira captive and 

absorbing his power, throwing the world 

into chaos. The hopes of planet Eizper 

now lie in the hands of a handful of 

brave heroes fighting to bring down 

Nathias' reign - and you'll be the 

one controlling them.

CREATION OF RACES
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THE FIRST CHAOS OF EIZPER

THE SECOND CHAOS
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ART PRODUCTION & 
DESIGN DEPARTMENT 

VISUAL UPDATE

EVERYTHING THAT appears in the Eizper Chain game 

starts with ideas and concepts, which are then poured 

into a visual form. That way, the development team can 

know what they need to develop and take appropriate 

steps to implement it. Here, we will invite gamers to 

see the process of creating the world of Eizper Chain 

from a visual perspective to find out how things started 

before finally being implemented into the game.

While playing Eizper Chain, players can travel to 

a variety of places in the world of Eizper, each of which 

has its own unique features. This time, we're going to 

talk about the Ashen Plateau, which has been crowned 

the coldest location on planet Eizper - in stark contrast 

to Cinder Crater. Only those with a steely willpower dare 

to visit this area because in addition to facing the biting 

cold, they also have to deal with the ferocious monsters 

that inhabit the land.

Before Nathiaas ruled the land, Ashen Plateau was 

already known as one of the cold (but not too extreme) 

regions. A number of villages and small towns still lived 

in the region, making it one of the locations that 

travelers frequently visited. But, after Nathiaas appeared 

with his evil tactics, he managed to corrupt the area's 

protector, Ashen Guardian, to become his loyal 

subordinate. Since then, Ashen Plateau has been 

shrouded in a piercing cold and inhabited by various 

dangerous creatures, until no traveler dared to set foot 

there.

While traversing the Eizper Chain universe, players 

will come across enemies who will attack them. It will 

be a challenge for players to overcome them because 

they have distinct fighting styles, shapes, and sizes, as 

well as superior AI. In this edition, we'll introduce a few 

of the monsters that live in the Ashen Plateau, a vast 

area that is always covered in snow and often referred 

to as the coldest place on the planet Eizper.

Living in a place with such extreme temperatures 

makes the monsters immune to the piercing cold. In 

addition, they become extremely sensitive to heat and 

are attracted to any object that emits heat - each with 

their own purpose. Some love it and want to absorb the 

heat until it's all consumed, while others hate it so much 

that they'll destroy anything that emits the heat!

•

To defend itself from the freezing cold, Snowypine 

seeks out and absorbs heat from all creatures it 

encounters. Disguised as a chunk of ice, it will 

SnowypineMONSTERS AND BOSSES

patiently wait for 

anyone who dares 

to come to 

Ashen Plateau, 

then cling to 

its target's body 

and suck their 

body heat until it 

runs out!
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•

Reinforced with a blanket 

of magical ice, this monster 

is also known by the nickname 

"Diamond Stinger" for its 

extremely hard carapace. Its 

sting can freeze its targets in 

seconds, turning them into ice 

sculptures that will adorn the land 

forever.

• SNOWY GHOLMIN
Don't underestimate the 

Gholmin that live on the Ashen 

Plateau because despite their 

enormous stature, they can move 

really fast! Utilizing the slippery surface of 

the ice, the Snowy Gholmin can glide 

towards its target to smash them into 

bits.

•  
Unlike Snowypine, Cryomancer 

loves the cold and hates 

anything that radiates heat. This fits in perfectly 

with its other favorite 

thing to do, 

which is to 

prey on the 

souls of creatures 

that are frozen to death. 

For this reason, it will pursue 

and attack its prey everywhere 

until they turn into its favorite 

snack!

• VERGRIUS (BOSS)
Originally the 

protector of the Ashen 

Plateau, Vergrius is 

now the bringer 

of death to those 

who dare to 

enter the area. 

With his 

powerful ice 

magic, he can 

create 

blizzards that 

can last for 

days, freeze 

things in a flash, 

and create objects 

out of ice to finish 

off its opponents!

CRYO STINGER

CRYOMANCER

IN EIZPER CHAIN, players can use five types of 

weapons according to the fighting style they want to 

use: bows, swords, axes, tomes, rifles, and staffs. 

Beginning with this edition, players will become 

acquainted with the various types of weapons that can 

be encountered during gameplay, both regular and NFT 

versions. After we've finished covering bows from the 

Dryad Tree class, including the standard and NFT 

versions, we will move on to the next set of weapons 

from the Ashen Tree class.

Unlike the bows from previous classes, all bows 

from the Ashen Tree class are made of ice. According 

to legend, these weapons were created by a 

mysterious archer whom the locals nicknamed "Ashen 

Walker". When the planet Eizper first encountered the 

Chimera, he created a bow from ice using his magic 

and participated in the fight against the monster. 

Fearing that a similar event could happen in the 

future, he created a number of similar weapons and 

left them with the locals before disappearing without a 

trace.

Now that Nathiaas and his evil plans have taken 

control of the land, Silverwind's resistance forces have 

managed to obtain every weapon that the Ashen 

Walker's created and give them only to the chosen 

individuals.

• ICE PINE BOW (NORMAL)

Ability: 20% chance to inflict debuff. When 

stacked 3 times, the enemy will lose 5% of its HP; 

debuff lasts 20 seconds

The first bow that Ashen Walker created. The 

design is very simple because it was made on the 

spot during the fight against the Chimera, but it 

works well.

• ICE POINT (NORMAL)

WEAPONS
Ability: 30% chance to inflict debuff. When stacked 

3 times, the enemy will lose 5% of its HP; debuff 

lasts 20 seconds

Realizing that he also had to block attacks and fight 

in close quarters, Ashen Walker created his second 

weapon that was more powerful than before.

• ICE SPIKEBOW (NFT)

Ability: 30% chance to inflict debuff. When stacked 

3 times, the enemy will lose 10% of its HP; debuff 

lasts 20 seconds

After the battle ended, Ashen Walker discovered all 

the flaws of his two weapons and created a third 

bow as the ultimate weapon.

• GREAT ICE SPIKEBOW (NFT)

Ability: 40% chance to inflict debuff. When stacked 

3 times, the enemy will lose 10% of its HP; debuff 

lasts 20 seconds

Ashen Walker realized how powerful the chimera was 

after learning that he had been injured by the 

creature, and decided to upgrade his ultimate 

weapon through this bow.

• CRYSTAL BOW (NFT)

Ability: 40% chance to inflict debuff. When stacked 

3 times, the enemy will lose 15% of its HP; debuff 

lasts 20 seconds

Fearing that a similar threat would occur in the 

future, Ashen Walker created a new bow by 

strengthening it with rare metals that possessed 

mysterious powers.

• CRYSTAL ICEBARK (NFT)

Ability: 50% chance to inflict debuff. When 

stacked 3 times, the enemy will lose 15% of its 

HP; debuff lasts 20 seconds

When he found that his condition was 

deteriorating, Ashen Walker made a bow that was 

reinforced using the rare metal and his magical 

power.

• PHANTOM CRYSTALBOW (NFT)

Ability: 50% chance to inflict debuff. When 

stacked 3 times, the enemy will lose 20% of its 

HP; debuff lasts 20 seconds

Realizing that his end was near, Ashen Walker 

poured all his magic power into the weapon that 

would later become known as his magnum opus.
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ARMOR CONCEPT ARTS

To survive in the harsh world of Eizper filled with 

dangerous monsters, providing adequate equipment 

for their character is the most important thing for 

players to do. During the game, gamers can buy various 

types of equipment (armor, helmet, boots, etc.) that will 

provide different protection, depending on the level of 

equipment they selected. The development team has 

created many variations of equipment - for male and 

female - that players can acquire while playing Eizper 

Chain.

Here, players can see how the armor designs (in 

2D format) that can be obtained in the Ashen Plateau 

area, are translated into 3D and can be found inside the 

game. Tailored to the extreme temperature conditions of 

the area, the development team created armor sets that 

not only protect the wearer from monster attacks but 

also the biting cold. In addition, we also considered the 

color of the armor to blend in with the surrounding 

environment - especially for the level 2 armor, which is 

predominantly white like ice. So, in addition to being 

functional, we create armor designs that are 

aesthetically pleasing. What do you think?

CONCEPT ART
MALE ASHEN ARMOR SET LV. 1

CONCEPT ART
FEMALE ASHEN
ARMOR SET LV 2

CONCEPT ART
MALE ASHEN ARMOR SET LV. 2

CONCEPT ART 
FEMALE ASHEN ARMOR SET LV 1
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EIZPER CHAIN: 
LORE & STORYLINE

HAVING AN IMMERSIVE lore is one of the main 

focuses of the Eizper Chain development team. 

For that, we worked hard to create a universe 

within the game, and provide a background story 

for everything it contains. Such as the creation of 

the planet Eizper which is the main setting in the 

game, all the creatures that inhabit it, and the 

events that underlie the narrative of Eizper 

Chain. Here is the summary.

BEGINNINGS OF EIZPER

Eizper was brought to existence when 

the giant turtle gods Aghira and 

Nijhara became a couple and 

continuously doing their sacred 

matrimonial dances for eons. 

The dance then created a 

beam of light, which 

would later be filled 

with spirit, soul, and 

energy, all in which 

life would need in order to spawn. The beam of 

light would later grow into a tree called 

Zohar, located at the center of the Eizper 

planet, the main source of life in the planet itself. Zohar 

would be the epicenter of all creations in Eizper.

With their all-powerful energy, Aghira and Nijhara 

would also create and invent Eizper's geography that 

would surround Zohar. Because Aghira and Nijhara 

believed that all beings should be united and balanced in 

order to form the perfect shape of love, Eizper planet 

would eventually concentrate in one great mainland with 

several small islands surrounding them, with Zohar at its 

center. The mainland would be later divided into parts with the creation of mountains, hills, forests, tundras, 

and others. All this land is connected with Zohar through 

its roots, which spread throughout the great mainland.

Zohar would also be the source of life in Eizper, being 

the energy source to 

eventually create five races 

of Eizper. During the first 

few years, the races were 

living in harmony, governed 

by the first five people 

created from Zohar, who 

would be called Elders 

eventually. The Elders would 

create customs of Eizper 

recorded in the Book of Kabbal, including how to take 

care of Zohar and giving offerings towards Aghira and 

Nirjhara and that everyone has their own mates 

designated for them. Then one day, incidents would lead 

to the first chaos of Eizper.

After creating the Eizper environment, Nijhara 

and Aghira decide to create life that symbolizes the 

whole. They decide to go with five races, because they 

want to symbolize how a living being needs at least five 

functions to be able to live. The race is created to be in 

harmony with each other, each having their own strength 

and weakness, designed to help each other in life The 

five races are, according to the order of creation:

• Elf, symbolizing right hands, the smartest and the 

wisest, but they are indecisive and prone to fear.

• Dwarf, symbolizing left hands, the strongest and the 

most artistic, but they do not like to gain knowledge 

and are greedy.

• Cryptid (beast folks), symbolizing left feet, live too 

much in the moment and are irresponsible, but their 

CREATION OF RACES

hearts are full of 

hope and able to see 

light even in darkest 

moments.

• Dryad, symbolizing right feet, 

the most compassionate and 

empathetic, but they lack the 

wish for creation or curiosity.

• Human, symbolizing heads, 

even though they are physically 
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the weakest, they possess great 

leadership and decision skills.

Each of the races is also equipped 

with different skill sets and interests 

so that they can help each other to 

balance the world. Nijhara and 

Aghira don't want them to 

overpower one another. They 

need each other and only by 

acknowledging that everyone 

has their own power, then life 

can go smoothly.

First chaos of Eizper was created during the First 

Age of Eizper. At the time, the races were living 

together nearby, freely connected to each other. This 

close-knit relationship between races eventually led to 

the first interracial relationships in Eizper, which turned 

out bringing more chaos than it is. Why? Because most 

interracial couples bore the first Chimeras, ferocious 

monsters with great strength. Others were not so 

lucky for having their offspring dead.

Eizper was having a crisis because there 

would be death anywhere. People of Eizper 

were not used to being attacked and therefore 

unprepared for battles against Chimeras. Deaths 

were everywhere, as even the Elders were not 

equipped for battling them. Being Celestial Gods, Nijhara 

and Aghira decided to go down to Eizper as 

personifications of Gods. They help defeat the Chimeras 

and bring peace once again to the planet.

The interracial relationship forces the Elders to 

revise the Book of Kabbal to forbid interracial 

relationships. Nijhara and Aghira also advise the race to 

live in separate sections and only interact to keep the 

harmony between each other, finding only their assigned 
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THE FIRST CHAOS OF EIZPER

THE SECOND CHAOS

mates. The revised Book of Kabbal now contains the 

secrets that happened during the First Chaos of Eizper, 

including the power of Chimera and meta-race - a very 

rare individual with godlike powers created from 

interracial relationships. 

However, this chaos is proven needed by Eizper, as the 

world of Eizper has finally gone into a considerable 

amount of peace for hundreds of years, until the Second 

Chaos of Eizper is started by Nathiaas.

Nathiaas, the Elven king's younger brother who 

hates Humans, used the forbidden knowledge 

contained in the Book of Kabbal to take control of the 

planet Eizper. In addition to weakening Zohar, the tree of 

life, he managed to kill Nirjhara, even taking Aghira 

captive and absorbing his power, throwing the world into 

chaos. The hopes of planet Eizper now lie in the hands 

of a handful of brave heroes fighting to bring down 

Nathias' reign - and you'll be the 

one controlling them.


